CALL FOR PAPERS

We shall organize **Two-day National Seminar** under the auspice of the above noted Centre. The seminar will be held at Kabi Janani Sarada Sabhakaksha(2nd floor), Rabindra Bharati University, 56A, B.T. Road, Kolkata-50. Theme and dates are mentioned below:


Members of the faculty and research scholars of Universities, Colleges and Research Institutions are invited to send their research papers for presentation. The last date of submission of full paper is **March 02, 2020 positively. One soft copy** (only MS-Word) should be sent as an e-mail attachment at pkp61@rediffmail.com by the same date. Each paper should be prefaced by an abstract of not more than 500 words with communication details including address, e-mail ID, phone number of the author(s) and institutional affiliation. Author(s) of the selected papers will be intimated in due course. Outstation participants may be provided accommodation with prior information subject to the availability of fund. No TA/DA will be provided by the University due to shortage of fund.

**Dr. Prankrishna Pal**  
Professor, Department of Economics,  
Director, CHDS  
Rabindra Bharati University